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Medicines for Europe
Pharma industry symposium Tallinn

A Pharmaceutical manufacturing resilience 
strategy for Europe



Today’s presentation
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1. About Medicines for Europe
2. Our industry role in Covid-19 & 

lessons learned
3. Considerations for the future EU 

pharmaceutical strategy
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1. About Medicines for Europe



2.
Covid-19 & lessons 
learned
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2. Covid-19 chronicle through industry eyes
Jan-Feb: China 

supply chain risk
• Call for regulatory 

flexibility
• Call for industry-

EMA/Commission 
dialogue to manage 
supply risks (18 Feb)

March:                  
Demand surges in 

Europe• Italy à massive demand 
surge for ICU medicines

• EU lockdown: major risk for 
production and logistics

• Industry-EMA/Commission 
dialogue starts (18 March)

April-May:              
Hospital ICU project

• Predictability for 
manufacturers: Lack of 
demand surge data

• Equity of access: improve 
coordination inside MS 
and across EU

• Responsibility: shared 
access vision between 
industry-
Commission/EMA
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Today: Second wave planning Risk factors: 
- No visibility on EU MS inventories/demand                    - Demand in Americas
- Competition with vaccine industry?                                  - India/China supply risks?



Covid-19 first wave medicines demand
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Covid-19 ICU 
Patients
Demand spikes 
for ICU medicines

Chronic disease 
patients:
Patient stocking=>
Surge in  
medicines demand

Repurposing medicines 
for Covid-19
+1000 clinical trials, +500 
products globally



Industry reaction to Covid-19
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Hospital ICU medicines

• Coordinated +40 
manufacturers for EU 
demand/supply w/

• +++ supply (up to 900%) 
to avoid shortages

• EU solidarity = medicine 
to countries in need

Chronic medicines

• +++ supply for March 
patient stock up

• +++ production of in 
demand products (ie. 
paracetamol +300%)

• Warned EU of health 
risks: lack of diagnosis 
due to covid-19

• ‘Emergency use’ 
medicines

• Supplying clinical 
trial and approved 
medicines

• Planning for 
manufacturing of 
future therapies

Covid therapies



Pharmaceutical Strategy
Covid-19 Lessons learned
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What can be improved?
Shortage/supply 

management with 
EMA/ECDC

Transparent MS 
info/commitment on 
pandemic demand 

Sustainable market 
reform for critical 

medicines

What worked?

Avoided medicine 
shortages

EU Pharma 
production/logistics

expanded

Regulatory 
flexibility/Commission 

guidance



3.
A new EU 
Pharmaceutical 
Strategy



EU Pharmaceutical Strategy
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1. Lessons learned from Covid-19

2. Improve access & availability (shortages)

3. Affordability & sustainability

4. Innovation & Digital

5. Manufacturing “strategic autonomy”



Manufacturing competitiveness

Understanding the EU manufacturing base for API/Medicines
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• Market policies should reward manufacturing investment
• MEAT criteria, resilience investments (dual API sources)

1. Sustainable markets 
to drive investment

400 production sites 
across EU

Rising Asian 
competitiveness but EU 
manufacturers are big 

players

Policy to encourage 
investment in 
manufacturing 

competitiveness



Pharmaceutical Strategy
Manufacturing competitiveness
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• EU funds/state aid to support: Digitalisation, 
green manufacturing technology, flow 
chemistry

2. Invest in future 
healthcare needs

• Remove import/export restrictions with trade 
partners

• Increase regulatory cooperation in generic space

3. New medicines 
trade agenda

• Increase inspectorate resources for level playing field
• Allow API manufacturers to introduce variations (problem during Covid)
• EU medicines supply committee to evaluate supply risks & take action
• Reward mature quality systems

4. Regulatory 
oversight
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Medicines & API manufacturing strategy

19/02/2020 14

A strong manufacturing base

Regulatory optimisation

Security of supply in market policies
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A medicines and API manufacturing 
strategy for Europe

19/02/2020 15

Facilities under EU state aid rules

Cooperation with partner 
countries



REGULATORY 
COSTS AND 
PRICE PRESSURE

How EU pharma 
manufacturers feel

REGULATORY 
COMPLIANCE COST

• FMD
• Brexit
• Environmental requirements
• GMP / GCP /…
• Variation Regulation
• PV regulation

PRICE

• Price cuts
• External and Internal 

Reference Price
• Claw-back & Rebates

PATIENTS • QUALITY • VALUE • SUSTAINABILITY • PARTNERSHIP
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Challenging procurement environment for competition 

19/02/2020 17
Hospital setting

Hospital setting
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How to improve access generic 
medicines in hospital setting? 

19/02/2020 18

1. Lowest bid à most economically 
advantageous tender (MEAT) 

2. Accurate volume estimates
3. Multiple winners
4. Reopen tender procedures at 

entry of first multisource 
5. Make tendering procedure 

leaner

Study on improving procurement best practices!
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Source right: https://www.sps.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/20180925-Contractual-Commissioning-Intentions-Adalimumab_corporate-template.pdf19/02/2020 19

Key principle for the tendering strategy:

“…ensure plurality of suppliers over the long term…”
for adalimumab tender

Source left: https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/biosimilar-medicines-commissioning-framework.pdf

Examples of sustainable procurement 
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Sustainability guidelines 
for medicines procurement

• Adjust # of winners based on market, product and country.
• Open procurement at entry of first multisource medicine

for competitive prices. 
• Consider other factors than price in selection criteria and 

exclude abnormally low bids.
• Extended lead times for secure delivery.

19/02/2020 20

For more information:



Sustainable market reforms during Covid-19
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• Adjusted clawback taxes
• Romania: differentiated for gx medicines & investments in RO manufacturing
• Belgium: clawback eliminated for gx medicines (& low € off-patents)
• Clawbacks target high € originator medicines/ensure access to low € medicines/encourage 

manufacturing security

• Adjusted reference pricing
• Bulgaria: Adjusted reference pricing to attract generic medicines
• Italy: Pricing adjusted for critical products
• France: Negotiated contracts for Covid-19 medicines
• Germany: pharmacists not required to dispense lowest cost critical products
• Pricing recognises need to invest in supply security



Financial support for EU manufacturing? 
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Sandoz to shore up 
Europe’s last antibiotics 
plant
Company and Austrian government 
will invest to ensure local antibiotic 
production

EU4Health 2021-2027 – a vision for a 
healthier European Union 
EU4Health is EU’s response to COVID-19, which has had a major impact on medical and healthcare staff, patients 
and health systems in Europe. By investing €9.4 billion, therefore becoming the largest health programme ever in 
monetary terms, EU4Health will provide funding to EU countries, health organisations and NGOs. Funding 
will be open for applications in 2021. 
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Thank you!


